
Unconscious

On DVD from Monday 31st August 2015 and for 
download from Monday 24th August 2015.

Fast Sell: 

Hollywood stars Kate Bosworth (Still Alice, Superman 
Returns) and Wes Bentley (The Hunger Games, Interstellar) 
come together for this surreal thriller that’s unlike anything 
you’ve seen before. 
When a man awakes with amnesia, he’s held captive by a 
woman claiming to be his wife. But as he soon discovers, she’s 
something far more sinister…

Unconscious will be available to download from 24th August 
and will be available on DVD from 31st August.

Key talent:

Kate Bosworth (Still Alice, Superman Returns)
Wes Bentley (The Hunger Games, Interstellar, American 
Beauty)
Richard Riehle (Texas Chainsaw 3D, Transformers: Age Of 
Extinction)
Olivia Rose Keegan (TV’s Modern Family, Salvation Street)
Shashawnee Hall (TV’s Justified, A Nightmare on Elm Street)

Director
Michael Polish (Big Sur, For Lovers Only)

Synopsis:

When a man (Wes Bentley) wakes up strapped to a bed and 
with no memory, he is greeted by a mysterious and sinister 
woman (Kate Bosworth) claiming to be his wife.

Venturing around the derelict household, he finds traces of 
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blood, unexplained, unusual objects and grows increasingly suspicious and afraid of the mysterious woman.

Stumbling across the cold corpse of another man, bound and locked in the basement, he realises how deep and 
dangerous the web of lies and deceit go, but suddenly, all is black, and when he awakes again he is a prisoner, 
trapped and unable to move. It is only then that the electric shocks begin and the true nature of his wife is 
revealed…

We like it because:

As two of Hollywood’s top character actors, Kate Bosworth and Wes Bentley are perfectly cast here and bring the 
film’s unique, killer concept to life.

Kate relishes going against type as the malicious and murderous ‘wife’, while Bentley continues his long tradition of 
unbalanced, mysterious roles by playing the man with no clue who he is (or, more disturbingly, what his supposed 
spouse is capable of).

It’s a concept that flips the idea of the happy all-American home on its head, and plays on both psychological 
and visceral horror. The result is something completely new – a terrifying thrill-ride from its mysterious opening 
seconds to its grisly conclusion.

Director Michael Polish perfectly handles the tension, with help from a stunning production design that adds layers 
to the skewed and surreal nightmare. 

Editor’s Notes:

Launched in November 2008, Kaleidoscope Home Entertainment (KHE) is an integrated audio-visual content 
business, with worldwide physical and digital entertainment distribution capabilities. It has released more than 350 
titles.

Recent highlights include: fast-paced sci-fi starring Gillian Anderson, Continuum, cult horror Where The Devil 
Hides starring Colm Meaney; Liev Schreiber and Jeanne Tripplehorn romantic comedy A Perfect Man; and 
acclaimed documentary Road, which tells the astonishing tale of the Dunlop road racing dynasty.

Previous titles include Khumba: A Zebra’s Tale 3D, an animated family adventure featuring the voice talent of Liam 
Neeson, Catherine Tate, Richard E Grant and Steve Buscemi; Joss Whedon’s Much Ado About Nothing. World War 
II action thriller, Winter in Wartime; and footballing documentary, One Night in Turin.

Coming soon from KHE: Bruce Willis action film Extraction; thriller The Forger starring John Travolta and Oscar-
winner Christopher Plummer; and On Angel Wings, the magical re-telling of the nativity from writer Michael 
Morpurgo (War Horse) and starring the voice talents of Michael Gambon, Juliet Stevenson and Dominic Cooper.


